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THE FUNCTION OF THE DEAN OF WOMEN
AS ADVISER TO THE STUDENT COUNCIL
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO TEACHERS COLLEGES.
Chapter I
Reason for the Study.
Most of our educational magazines frequently publish arti-
cles pertinent to the general topic of student participation
in the government of the school. Many of these articles, by
eminent educators, speak enthusiastically of the success of stu-
dent participation as it has been practiced in many schools.
Others express the belief that the movement has not been as
successful as had been anticipated. Occasionally one finds a
very frank article which discloses underlying conditions which
the author feels have been responsible for the lack of success
of the work as it has been tried out in his school. In talking
informally with people who are working in the educational field,
one finds enthusiastic adherents of the plan and also those who
emphatically say, n I have no use for student government in any
form. It doesn’t work”. Often the objector to student partici-
pation is one who has never had close enough contact with the
actual working of the plan to realize its value to the students.
Thus far the author has been unable to find any study or
report which deals definitely with the relationship of the dean
of women to the student council, or the executive board, of the
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student government organization. References which she has been
able to find, after much research, deal in a much more general
way either with the general duties of the dean of women or with
the method of organizing student participation in the school
program.
It is the belief of the writer that student participation
in the government of a school is a very valuable part of the
student life of any school, especially if it be a school of
higher education. Student participation helps to solve many
school problems and it also creates many school problems, but
student participation also presents many situations which call
for student thought, decisions and growth. Thereby it proves
itself to be a real and valuable part of the educational life
of our youth. Teachers, or leaders, or directors, name them
what one will, are provided in every school to help the pupils
develop their powers of understanding and of applying lessons
in history, economics, literature, and other strictly academic
subjects. Handwork teachers are provided to guide students
in developing their skill and initiative in the manual arts.
These teachers do not do the work for the student, but are
present to suggest and guide the student as he carries out his
own ideas and desires.
Many a student government project has fallen short of
success because a wise director has not been provided. "The
attempts fat self-government) were successful where there were
leaders possessed of the real meaning of self-government and
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3with personalities inspiring pupils to catch the same meaning.
In cases where disaster followed, it was not due to any in-
herent defects in the idea, hut to a mistaken idea of democracy
or to weakness in leadership"
. (1)
Students are no more able to carry the entire problem of
student government in a school than they are to independently
carry on their own courses in any of the academic or manual
subjects. "A considerable degree of moral development in
right ideals, judgment and wills is an essential pre-requisite
to student government. Students even at eighteen or twenty
years of age are unable to bear all the responsibility of
freedom and self-government at once". (2) Cognizant of this
general feeling that the student officers need some guidance
from one who has had more experience and one who has become
acquainted with the mores of the school, this study has been
made with a view to determining the part played by the dean
of women as adviser to the executive board of student govern-
ment associations.
This study has been confined to teacher-training institu-
tions and the writer has tried to include such schools in
every state in the Union. The writer has endeavored to learn
not only the responsibility carried by the dean, but she has
also tried to learn whether other faculty members have any
official connection with the executive boards of the various
student government organi zations
.
(1) Bolton, P. E. , Adolescent Education , p. 485
(2) Manahan, J. L. "A Study of Student Government in
Colleges", Nation's Schools
.
2:45-51, July, 1928.
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Chapter II
Student Participation in School Government.
Student participation in the government of a school is no
newcomer in our educational systems, for we find references to
the existence of some form of student government dating well
hack into history. nThe origin of student government is inter-
woven in the story of the development of mediaeval universities
such as Bologna and Paris, where s tudents exercised a greater
degree of influence and power than they do even at the most
progressive institutions to-day. Self-discipline, often thought
of in terms of ’honor systems' or 'honor codes', appears to have
originated at the University of Virginia when Thomas Jefferson
presented his then considered revolutionary idea of the best
mode of government for youth”. (1) To he sure, there have been
many changes and many readjustments in the history of this move
ment, but it is indeed interesting to note that some form of th
type of school government, which to-day we consider so valuable
has really been practiced for centuries. Of late years we find
the term 'student participation in government' tending to
supersede the older one of 'student government'. This, by many
is regarded as a step in the right direction for it seems to be
a more correct statement of the situation. It is rare indeed
to find any school where all responsibility for the government
of the s tudent body rests entirely on the shoulders of the
fl) Powell, Lewis, in National Students Federation of
U.S.A. 1930 yearbook , p. 29.
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5students. In general whatever name designates it, such govern-
ment is either autocratic or co-operative, and so democratic.
School authorities are definitely responsible for many
phases of school life and these they cannot surrender to the
rule of the students. On the other hand, there are many prob-
lems connected with school life, especially in the institutions
of higher learning:, that can better be handled co-operatively
by the faculty and the student body. Co-operative planning and
control, well-handled, produce better results for and between
both groups.
One of our administrators who works with both very young
and older pupils expresses his faith in student participation
as follows:- "From the earliest days children should be given
responsibility, should be expected to uphold the standards they
have helped to form, should learn through their own social ex-
periences and moral successes and failures. The so-called self-
government or student participation is a logical and efficient
means of training. The greater the responsibilities the pupils
prove able to assume the finer the training becomes. I should
like to say, however, that the less machinery that is used in
any form of pupil government the more chance there is for
success. I believe that too much machinery has been the cause
of more failures in this regard than any other single cause.
The nearer to a co-operating family spirit a school can attain
the nearer it will come to ideal community conditions .... .one
of the most powerful helps in forming the standards of a student
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6body and in "bringing the individual into harmony with those
standards is the open meeting discussion of what is right and
wrong and what is best for the group in question A free
discussion with one’s peers leaves definite impressions and
helps to formulate one’s own ideas”. (1) Thus Dr. Smith not only
pays his tribute to the value of student participation but also
to the simple co-operative working out of such plans.
As the result of a study of student government in colleges.
Dean Manahan of the University of Virginia writes, "The nature
of students, young or mature ,’ rebels at government by authority
alone. Such government is foreign and contrary to the fundamen-
tal processes underlying democratic control". In speaking of
many of the values of some form of ’faculty-student co-operation'
he says, "The students are the ones who know more about actual
conditions of college life and work among the students .. .The
leaders among the students are usually quite responsive to a
reasoned appeal for constructive service. .. .The faculty members
will gain an understanding otherwise inaccessible of conditions
of student life and work and will benefit in the development of
constructive measures of any sort by the sense of general con-
fidence that such co-operation tends to develop. .. .The students
gain those values that come from friendly association with older
and more thoroughly trained men in investigative and construc-
tive thinking; a broader and better proportioned knowledge of
education as a whole and perhaps of the general social problems;
the sense of freedom to suggest and to protest which should
(1) Troth, D. C. Selected Readings in Character Education,!
p. 235-6.
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make a very great difference "by the thwarting and the stimula-
tion of creative thought and idealism; and the same sense of
general c onfidence. . . .which should lead to greater satisfaction
in many phases of the under-graduate's experience while in
college The experience of faculty-student co-operation
carries in itself its own immediate reward in the friendly
association of older and younger members of the same community;
and it has, I believe, possibilities for educational development
that we have hardly begun to realize". fl)
Dean Gerlach, of the University of Oklahoma, urges the
adoption of well organized and wisely and sympathetically guidec
and directed representative government. She stresses her con-
viction that the best development of the students can be gained
only by making decisions and facing the consequences of such
decisions, be they good or bad. (2)
The participation of the students in the government of
the school is of value to the school authorities as well as
to the pupils. It does not make for easier work on the part of
the faculty, but it does make for a much happier school atmos-
phere. It is easier for a faculty to use a rule of thumb method,
but its members will enjoy their work and their students better,
and the students will appreciate the faculty more if there is a
mutual sharing of school responsibilities. If the two groups
are working together
,
much may be accomplished; if they are in
any way antagonistic to one another, much is lost to both sides.
Dean Amos, of the University of Pittsburgh, says, "I believe
(1) Manahan, J. L., "A Study of Student Government in
Colleges", Nation's School
,
2:45-51. July 1928.
(2) Gerlach, Miriam* "How to Organize Student Government",
15th yearbook N.A.D.W ., 1926 . p. 195-205.

8*
that a college is a democratic community with three classes of
citizens - administration, faculty, and students - whose inter-
ests are mutual and inseparable. ... .1 believe that the govern-
mental machinery of a democratic community should be set in
motion by the combined effort of all classes to insure the
richest community living I believe that the faculty and
students should know the value of mutual counselling together
in the practice of government as well as in the formal studies ".
( 1 )
Student participation will help to solve many social and
governmental problems of the school or college. As a rule it
is much easier to settle a problem directly than it is to solve
it through the aid of another person or other persons. The
chief reason for the incorporation and continuance of student
participation in any school organization is its value to the
student body. By its means the students are helped to formulate
their own rules, make their own decisions and to take responsi-
bilities that will help them to develop their own powers of
initiative. Student participation also aids in developing the
personality and character of students. "Student participation
will help develop thinking; it will help develop obedience to
and resoect for our laws and customs; it will help foster the
spirit of fair play and unselfish service"
.
( 2 )
In one of the very helpful books on student government we
read, "Self government is not a device for the improvement of
discipline. Self government only aims to develop the character
(1) Amos, T. W#
,
"Student Government", 12th yearbook N.A.DIW^
1925. p. 119-129. ' p
( 2 ) Pickell, F. G., "Training for citizenship Through
Practice", School Review 28:518, September 1920.
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9of the children through the forces that are constantly develop-
ing from the social relationships among the pupils of a
school" (1) and "Self government is offered as an efficient
method of giving the pupils a habit of mind that will consider
the public business a matter of interest to the private
citizen". (2)
In a stimulating address on student leadership we read,
One "method of developing leaders is student self-government...
The principal advantages of student self-government as we find
it in many able arguments are to create a sense of responsibil-
ity and to apply the principle of learning by doing". (3) "The
colleges have been giving most of the time to teaching instead
of training; they have been giving time to the 'what' instead
of the T why T and 'how' . . . . .One cannot be educated unless 'led
out', and in order to be 'led out' some one must do the direct-
ing. .. .Student leadership means leaders in training - training
for the solving of the problems in the practical world". (4)
And so another educator pays tribute not only to the need for
education in leadership and the broader social life as well as
in subject matter, but she also pays tribute to the value of
student self-government in particular as a desirable means for
such education and training.
Another valuable tribute to student participation is ex-
pressed by H. W. Jones of the Walla Walla High School in
Washington. "Student participation develops the s tudent
personally. It fosters democracy, fair play, unselfish service,
(1) Bowden, A.O. & Clarke, I.C., Tomorrow's Americans, p. 14
(2) Ibid, p. 15.
1QO (, 3) Wirt, Lulu E., "Student LEADERSHIP", N.E.A.Proc. 60 : 785,
( 4 ) Ibid., p. 784
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self-control, consideration of the rights of others, and re-
spect for the laws of the social group. It develops school
spirit to the highest possible point". (1)
"Allowing the pupils a real share in the responsibilities
of conducting a school may result in certain losses in quiet
and external order which a rigid discipline can secure, but such
losses are more than justified if the pupils are learning self-
direction and increased respect for law as represented by their
own elected officers and if they are acquiring a sense of per-
sonal responsibility for their own behavior and that of their
fellows and if above all they are profiting by their mistakes
and moving even by slow and halting steps towards a better
realization of America’s great democratic ideal In order to
establish the social habits, interests and attitudes which good
citizenship demands, each pupil needs opportunity to exercise
his judgment, to see the results of choosing leaders wisely and
to profit by the mistakes resulting from unwise selection, to
make decisions and to modify procedure in the light of experience
and the acid test of use. Our experience indicates that a sys-
tem of co-operative student and faculty government must grow
with the school and develop to meet its particular needs......
Between the Scylla of too much responsibility and the Charybdis
of too little, the course for successful student government is
not easy to chart". (2)
If student participation is to be successful, the emphasis
needs to be placed on student growth and development
. Not a per4
Try Jones, E. ¥., "Student Go-operation in School Govern-
ment", School and Society 13:252, Feb. 26, 1921.
(2) Osborne, R. W. , "Training for Character Through co-op-
erative Student Government". Chicago Schools Journal 13:314,
March 1931.
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feet organization but student welfare must be the goal. In the
past perhaps too much emphasis has been put on rules and penal-
ties, in many schools the enforcing of rules and the meting out
of punishment seem to have been apparently the sole function of
student participation. To-day we are finding an increasing
emphasis on constructive rather than corrective work. Student
organizations are frankly recognized as being formed to help all
lines of school work to function more successfully. Student
officers are alert to see the value of introducing new activi-
ties to the school and also to see possible ways of improving
the methods and contributions of the older activities. The aim
of the organisation is to better school conditions, - social,
moral, governmental. Dean Blitz of the University of Minnesota
sums up this newer responsibility of student participation when
she writes, "Our students regard student government as a
function given them to better the life on the campus and there-
fore they have taken up more constructive work, such as planning
various types of activities which they feel are good for the
sttident body; planning social functions and co-operative enter-
prises which will tend to bring the students and the faculty
more closely together and also the s tudents and parents closer
together”, (1)
As one examines the handbooks of the student associations
of various colleges, one finds that the handbook invariably
contains a statement concerning the objectives toward which
that particular organization is striving. One finds such state-
(1) Blitz, A. D., "Student Government", 15th yearbook N.A.D.
W, 1928
, p. 271
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merits as "The object of this organization shall be the govern-
ment of the student body and the training of its members in
self-government" • (1) "The purpose of this organization shall
be to bring about such a degree of co-operation between students
and faculty as will maintain and uphold the highest standards
of school life and support impartially and unfailingly the
provisions herein after stated", (2) "The purpose of this
Association shall be to provide an organization for student
participation in promoting the highest standards of honor, in-
tegrity and loyalty in all matters of personal conduct as mem-
bers of a school with unusually high and worthy traditions; to
encourage responsibility and co-operation in self-government;
to form an official body for expressing the judgments of the
students and directing the activities and matters of general
student interest", {3) "The purpose of this organization shall
be
1, To bring about a closer relationship between the
student body and faculty.
2, To foster a better school spirit.
3, To encourage loyalty 'to our school. Southeastern.
4. To inculcate and foster college ideals and traditions.
5. To further the spirit of unity and co-operation among
the students of Southeastern.
6. To provide an agency for the promotion, correlation
and supervision of student activities"
. (4)
Studying still further the aims implied in so many student
organization constitutions, we find two of our workers who have
recently contributed to the general clarifying of aims. One of
these writers is Dean Mina Kerr of Milwaukee who says, "It seems
(1) Greenville Womans College Handbook, Greenville, S.C.
1931-1932” pT "22".
(2) Student Handbook, Potsdam Normal School. Potsdam, N.Y..
1931-19327"p." T2.
(3) Freshman Handbook
,
State Normal School, Framingham,
Mass., 1931, p. 21.
(4) Student Handbook
,
Southeastern State Teachers college,
Durant, Oklahoma, 1931-1^32, p. 12.
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to me there are four special aims for which we need to seek:
1. To cultivate the power to see the other person's
point of view
2. To observe the fundamental and inexorable law of
good-will in human relationships . . .The world has
had enough of the 'will-to-live, the will-to-
power and the will-to-self
1
and the time has
come to teach and practice the only kind of will
that works permanently among human beings,- 'the
will-to-serve'
•
3. To realize that every right has its reciprocal
duty., ..All men are created equal with inalienable
duties to one another and to the institutions
of which they are a part.
4. To understand that liberty and law are friends,
not enemies"
. (1
)
The other, in a recent book, lists as the chief objectives
in student participation :-
1.
^To train for worthy citizenship through co-
operation of self-control, self-reliance, initia-
tive and responsibility.
2. To establish better understanding, better spirit
and co-operation between the s tudents and faculty.
3. To develop interest in school work, school spirit
and school pride.
4. To develop intelligent leadership.
5. To provide for pupil expression". ( 2)
In all such inclusions in the constitutions of student
organizations we find as the common purpose the general up-
lift of personal standards and the support and improvement of
school traditions, customs, and ideals. In many of the schools
we find definite suggestion of co-operation between faculty
and students, both for school activities and projects and for
(1) Kerr, Mina, "The College Community Life as an Oppor-
tunity for Socialization". N.E.A.Proc . 56:402, 1918.
( 2 ) Vineyard, J. J. &• Poole, C. F., Student Participation
in School Government, p. 7.
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student activities and development. It would seem that more and
more our various groups are realizing the need for closer co-
operation between faculty and students if the best results are
to be attained.
It is difficult to make a very definite statement as to
the work of the Student Council itself. In the various schools
this executive board is organized under many different names
as The Cabinet, The Council, Executive Council, Student Council,
etc. Not only does the name of the executive board vary but,
as is natural, each board functions in a way that meets the needs
of the situation in the particular school in which it is organ-
ized. The duties or work of these executive boards may be
generally stated as that work and responsibility which usually
falls to the executive board of any organization.
"Student government, under any name, should be a logical
out-grov/th of the conditions within the school organization
and never a superimposed, borrowed form n .(l)
It is impossible to present a scheme of organization that
is used or should be used by all schools, for each school has
its own individual scheme of organization to fit its own
particular needs. In the constitutions of the student organi-
zations of the teacher training colleges of the country there
is a decided absence of the form of organization that divides
the work of the student body into legislative, judiciary and
executive branches. In practically all of these colleges there
is an executive board which acts as the directing and organiz-
ing group for all student activities. In the by-laws of these_L
(1) Parmenter, Ethel M. , "Student Government, a Project
Method" school Review, 53:115. Feb. 1925.
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college organizations there is little emphasis on punishment
for the infringement of rules and much emphasis on constructive
activities. This is certainly a step that is forward looking
and one which is more truly indicative of the best form of
student participation. For the newer type of organization en-
courages the student body not to defy rules but to think and
act constructively for the best good of the present as well as
of the future college membership.
Dean Gerlach sounds the newer note in dealing with disci-
plinary cases when she says that college should be a place
where girls who have made a mistake may ’come back'. TTThe more
quietly the transgressions of the law are managed the better
for the individual and for the group. .. .When a student trans-
gresses the college law is is not a question of discipline so
much as of an opportunity to build character and to give the
student a constructive point of view, and that can only be done
by a wise, sympathetic, friendly adviser who knows more of life
than a student can know.... The emphasis of student government
should not be upon the disciplinary phase, but upon the con-
structive work of making the environment of the institution
right and a means for developing girls” .(1)
Again Quoting from Dean Gerlach we find that she feels
that there are three possible methods of managing students in
an institution of higher 1 earning :-
1. ’The Sink or Swim Method’ which considers that
the function of the university is purely
intellectual and that the student is so mature
that he is capable of wisely organizing his
(1) Gerlach, Miriam, "How to Organize Student Government”
15th yearbook N.A.D.W
., 1926, p. 195.
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life outside of the classroom, and therefore
the college authorities have no official
business to he interested in anything hut
classwork.
2. 'The Paternalistic Method 1 which suppresses
all initiative.
3. 'The Training of Right Citizens Method, or
the Common Sense Method' which considers that
there should he education of character and
development of personality as well as the
education of the intellect. It recognizes
the heavy responsibility of the university
in seeing that opportunity for the right
molding of character is given. It
'recognizes that the student should measure
up to a minimum high standard of intell-
ectual attainment hut that a liberal and
practical education for citizenship means
more than mere training of intellect'.
It means that students "are too immature
to direct themselves and that the develop-
ment is right in proportion to the right
directing of the students' environment by
wisely chosen mature persons"
. (1
)
In studying the constitutions of many of the teacher
training institutions the writer has found that as a general
rule all members of the student body are eligible to member-
ship in the student government or student-participation
organization. In many of these schools each student automati-
cally becomes a member. In many, of them a student becomes a
member upon the payment of stated dues.
There seems to be no general plan for financing student-
government organizations. In some colleges a blanket fee of
about five dollars per year is assessed to cover all expenses
connected with the organization. In other colleges a smaller
fee is charged and extra money is raised in various ways,- sub-
(1) Ibid
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arrangement seems to be made for acquiring the needed funds and
money is evidently raised as needed.
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Chapter III
The Adviser for Student Participation.
Students, who are coming to our colleges, are coming from
homes with varying ideals - some have come from homes dominated
hy the older generations and are for the first time in their
lives experiencing the joys and pleasures and dangers of decid-
ing values for themselves; some have come from homes where
children have had practically no restrictions and no control;
others have come from homes where from childhood they have been
trained to choose for themselves, but this training has been
paralleled with wise guidance and the free discussion of guiding
principles
.
With such variation in the earlier training of its students,
every college faces the problem of guidance of a group composed
of many different types who have many different ideas and ideals.
If the students are to have the desired opportunity to develop
their own powers of judgment in estimating the value of various
activities they must have ample opportunity to use their present
abilities, to discuss problems, to try to foresee the conse-
quences of their activities, to try out their own plans, revise
their ideas and try again. We have heard much of the old adage
’Experience is the best teacher’. True it is that we learn by
our own experiences, often through successful attainment, and
often by failures. It is equally true that a kindly helping
hand makes many a road easier to travel and one’s education and
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development is not the less therefor.
When students are working out their plans for student
participation they can he saved much wasted time and wasted
energy if there is at hand a friendly guide who has known the
experiences of past student bodies and who knows the mores of
the school and of the school community. It is true here, as
in every other line of activity, that it is much easier and far
more satisfactory for us to plot out our own line of action
with the aid of a more experienced friend than it is to
struggle along and by mere trial and error method try to solve
our problems alone.
As we find educators writing in favor of student partici-
pation, so also we find that many of them also favor definite
guidance for this phase of extra-curricular activity.
E. D. Warfield writes, "It must be clearly recognized that
the student body is immature, that its judgment is undeveloped,
that it is subject to freaks and fancies, and must be protected
against its own ill-considered judgments" fl) and "One thing
must be well guarded - the ideals of government must be kept
in the hands of the faculty, and such a representation must be
secured for these ideals as will make them the standard toward
which the whole system tends; and, .care must be taken to
prevent what is not infrequent in college life, as it is common
in public life, the possibility of the overweening influence
in college councils of demagogues ". (2)
Fretwell sounds a warning and helpful note when he says,
fl) Warfield, E. D., "Student Co-operation in College
Government", in College Life
,
ed. by M.G . Pulton, p. 388
(2) Ibid. p. 390
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"It is neither good intentions nor advice on the part of adults
that can do the remedial work necessary, purposeful action of
the pupil with his peers must do the work. Just enough guid-
ance, hut not too much, can help” .(1)
To again ouote from Bowden and Clarke, we find their
opinion concerning the value of guidance to he - "Pull teacher
co-operation, clear teacher conception of the spirit of the
plan, inspiration that comes from the teacher, and wise and
sympathetic guidance on the part of the teacher, are undoubted-
ly factors that make most quickly and most surely for success".
(2) These same authors quote Roberts and Draper - "The admini-
stration of student government is one of the highest arts in
education, requiring a thorough knowledge of psychology and a
complete understanding of educational philosophy. Prom the
testimony of men who have successfully inspired their students
to assume responsibility for the government of their schools,
it is safe to state that they have realized that they have
taken on additional and burdensome supervisory tasks. They hav
enthusiastically asserted, however, that the efforts were well
repaid in seeing the students grow in self control". (3)
John M. Brewer of Harvard says, "Since the purpose of
student activities is to develop qualities which do not grow
out of ordinary studies, to create situations like those in
life, and to give opportunity for the application of such
qualities as courage, initiative, co-operation, unselfishness,
and perserverance in worthy activities, it is obvious that real
(1) Fretwell, Elbert K. , Extra-curricular Activities in
Secondary Schools
,
p. 105.
( 2 ) Bowden, A.O. and Clarke, I.C. Tomorrows AMericans , p.65.
(3) Ibid., p.66.
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educational aims are involved. Supervision is therefore needed,
as in all other studies or activities" . fl)
Though written especially concerning secondary schools,
there is much food for thought for college administrators in
the statements of one who has devoted much study to the problem
of student activities. "Principals and teachers recognize, or
are coming to recognize, that pupil participation is a means
for training in democratic thinking
,
feeling and acting
,
rather than just a way of getting worthwhile things done" .(2)
"There is a need for teacher guidance - not domination, but
guidance. To make activities go well, especially from the adult
point of view, to make a good showing, to arrive quickly, there
is a natural tendency for a type of classroom teacher, when
working in the extra-curricular field, to do all the planning
,
and do it directly. Such a procedure robs the pupils of an
opportunity for an educative experience. It is the sponsor's
business to arrange the situation so that there is a favorable
opportunity for pupils to plan and act intelligently"
. (3)
As we study the working plans of various student body
organizations, we find that many of them make very definite
provisions for having a faculty adviser for the various branches
of work. In some the group choose their own adviser; in others
the president of the institution appoints a member of the
faculty; in many the dean of women automatically becomes either
the adviser or one of the advisers for the student-governing
groun. "The younger members of the group need the experience
fl) Brewer, John M.
,
Student Activities and Student Parti -
cipation in School Government (Mimeographed sheet).
f£) Fretwell, Elbert K. , Extra-curricular Activities in
Secondary Schools, p. 33.
(3 ) Ibid, p. 8.
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and guidance of the older members and the older need the energy
and enthusiasm of the younger. Neither pure faculty nor pure
student government works well today, but the government which
combines the activities and interests of both ,T .(l) Yet, as
in all guidance work, we must remember not only that youth
needs guidance and occasional help but also that youth needs
to have the opportunity to live its own life, make its own plans,
carry them out and then evaluate them. To be of real help we
must be willing to merely guide and we must constantly forbear
to dictate or to take the work and privileges out of the hands
of the students.
Not only does the student council need to have an adviser
but it needs to have the right kind of an adviser. Perhaps the
first requisite is that the adviser shall be a person whom most
of the student body like and one to whom they naturally go for
help and advice. Furthermore the adviser must be one in whom
the student body has confidence and one who, in its judgment,
is open-minded and fair-minded and one who will try to see both
sides of a given question.
"The faculty adviser or advisers need to be chosen care-
fully. She should be educated not just trained. She should
have the braodest possible philosophy of life, a knowledge of
educational psychology, and of the project method of teaching.
She needs to be acquainted with the school policies. She will
need to be one with a virile faith in young people and in the
contribution of environment to the development of people. Above
(1) Kerr, Mina, "Student Government", N.E.A.Proc. 58:358,
1920.
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all she must have an abundance of common sense, and be a leader
of both young people and of faculty members" . fl
)
In a recent book we read, "Roberts and Draper list three
characteristics for successful sponsorship:
1. an appreciation of the value of the outlined
program and the development of enthusiasm in
their leadership,
2. preparation and training to be effective guides
and an inspriation to the pupils;
3. harmony with the ideals of the activity program", (2)
Romiett Stevens writes, "The adviser must become the
leader rather than the driver of young people during those
years when they have to make so many personal adjustments to
the social life of high school and the larger life of college
and community", (3)
Another educator says, "Pupils have the right to the
guidance and the advice of the faculty in the solution of the
problems of the corporate life of the school. To deny the
pupils this right is to close one great avenue of training
in citizenship, , .Pupils must assume the responsibilities of
citizenship gradually, and to ask them to arise and walk be-
fore they have yet attained the necessary nicety of balance
is to invite defeat". (4)
The method of choosing an adviser for the council is de-
cided by each school. In some cases, the adviser is appointed
(1) Vineyard and Poole, Student Participation in School
Government
, p. 21.
(2) Millard, Cecil V. , The Organization and Administration
of Extra- curricular Activities
, p. 35.
(3) Stevens, Romiett, in introduction to "The Woman's
Forum" by Natalie Thornton, Teachers College Record 23:305,
Sept. 1922.
(4) Pickell, Frank G., "Training for Citizenship Through
Practice", School Review 28:518, Sept. 1920.
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by the principal or president of the institution; in others,
the council is left free to make its own choice; in others,
designated members of the faculty, in turn, have this responsi-
bility, While a general spirit of co-operation is fostered
if most or all of the faculty so serve, there is apt to be a
loss in unity of purpose and plan if the adviser does not hold
this responsibility year after year. If one member of the faculty,
preferably appointed by the president of the school, acts as
adviser to the council for a period of years, she can be of
great service in carrying over to a new council the ideals
which have gradually been evolved and developed by the retiring
council. If neither council nor adviser are intimately
familiar with the past experiences of the student body and
council, it is too apt to be a case of the blind leading the
blind. In many schools the dean of women is the one who is
appointed as adviser to the council.
The creation of the office of Dean of Women has been one
of the comparatively recent developments in the educational
world. Changing conditions in school and home life have com-
bined to make this office a very necessary one in our educa-
tional institutions . "The history of the woman dean in college
and university in this country begins, it appears, in the last
decade of the nineteenth century, when outstanding pioneers in
the field began their work. At the University of Chicago,
Miss Marion Talbot was dean of women from 1892 to 1925. At
the University of Michigan, Eliza Mosher, M. D. was dean of
,: .
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women from 1896 to 1909. At Northwestern University, Miss
Mary Ross Potter was dean of women from 1903 to 1925. At
Vassar College, Miss Ella McCaleh served as academic dean from
1913 to 1923, though for some years prior to 1913 she was per-
forming the duties without the title”. fl)
The development of the position of Dean of Women, especi-
ally in teacher training institutions, has been of rather long,
slow growth. Miss Sturtevant and Miss Strang reported in 1928
that "half of the teachers colleges have had deans of women for
nine years or more. Half of the normal schools have had deans
for eight years or more. Three-fourths of both groups created
the position more than four years ago; one-fourth have had deans
for more than thirteen years. Pour institutions reported that
they have had deans of women for twenty years”. They also
state that Phillips in 1930 "found among the colleges, univer-
sities and normal schools which she studied seven in which the
office of dean of women had been established for thirty years
or more; twenty-one, in which it had been established twenty to
thirty years; forty-eight, ten to twenty years; and seventy,
three to ten years”. f 2) These authors also stated that in 1928,
I
89?o of the teachers colleges had deans of women but only 56^
of the normal schools had deans. The percentage for both groups
was 77. "In general it is the smaller school which has not yet
created the office of dean of women”. (3)
"No one has adequately defined the position or the duties
of a dean of women. As a consequence there are almost as many
(1 ) Jones,. Jr- L.-r-A Personnel study^af-gomen Deans in 1 -
Colleges and Universities
, p. 1
T 2 ) Sturt evant , 8 . M . & Strang, Ruth, A Personnel Study of
Deans of Women in Teachers Colleges and Normal Schools, p.10
Taj Ibia., p. _T2 r
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definitions as there are deans of women. On certain large
principles, however, all are agreed. A dean holds an admini-
strative position with relation to the affairs of women stu-
dents. She cannot he a good administrator without being a
student of both the curricular and extra-curricular activities
of the students, both men and women. She cannot administer
successfully v/ithout participating actively in student
affairs'
1
. (1)
Since in so many of our colleges the dean of women serves
as an adviser to the student council, we may well pause to con-
sider some of the qualifications and ideals which she should
bring to this phase of her administrative and advisory work.
Eighteen years ago Dean Mathews wrote, "The relation of the
dean of women to the (student government) association must be
intimate but not dictatorial, advisory rather than mandatory,
cordial but not familiar. The officers should be sure of her
co-operation.
.
.and be keenly aware that she will give them
her support, but will not under any circumstances take the
helm and run the organization. It is matter for the dean to
decide ... .whether she will attend board meetings or not". (2)
More recently Dean Amos has written, the dean of women
should "in the finest social spirit assume the leadership
that is hers. She above every one else should lead both
faculty and students in democratic ideals. Students are
natural born hero worshippers and will follow a real leader
anywhere. And a real leader must show in word and deed
(1) Sturtevant, S.M. & Hayes, Harriet, Deans at Work, p.25<
(2) Mathews, Lois K.
,
Dean of Women, p. 138.
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that she honors, that she enjoys, and that she feels thorough-
ly at home in student projects and student activities .. .Leader-
ship of deans ... .must come through the power of persuasive per-
sonality and through the irresistible influence of genuine
interest and devotion". (1
)
From the general nature of her work and of her relation-
ship with the faculty and students, and from her wide ac-
quaintance and contact with all school activities the dean of
women is in a position to be able to advise the student council
in such a way that it, in turn, shall be able to tie together
other school or college activities so that each student and
each organization may gain the greatest good from the united
school life and interests. To her work with the council, as
in all her other work, the dean of women must carry an under-
standing of young people, of their problems, handicaps and
aspirations; she must endeavor to be sympathetic at all times,
but wisely so; she must be able to co-operate with both students
and faculty and heir, each to see the other’s point of view;
she must ever be willing to subordinate herself and her desires
to the good of the whole; she must often be content to be the
unseen and unrecognized quiet force behind ideas and activities.
The relationship which exists between the council and the
adviser will to a large extent be determined by the sincerity,
i wisdom, tact, and personality of the adviser. She must be
one in whom the students have confidence and one who is willing
fl) Amos, Thyrsa W • , "Student Government", 12th yearbook
If .A.D.W
. , 1925* P* 119-129.
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at all times to give them of her counsel and wisely expressed
sympathetic understanding. It has well been said that "students
are no more ready than anyone else to accept dogmatic statements
unsupported "by reason; students are more ready than the
average non-student group to appreciate and he moved hy thought-
ful argumentation. If you want to do anything for students,
do it with them - otherwise they may think you are doing it to
them"
.
f 1)
Herein lies one of the important functions of the adviser.
She needs to know how to present thoughtful, well-expressed
and well-founded opinions, as they are needed, if she hopes to
guide her council. She cannot drive students into co-operation
hut she can lead them in many ways. Dr. Richard Oahot has made
the suggestion that an adviser should influence student opinion
so that it will not he separated from faculty opinion. And,
having influenced student opinion, she should make sure that
some use is made of it. When students see something happen as
a result of student ideas and opinion, they will unconsciously
he spurred to further activity and growth along the line of
progress
.
( 2 )
The adviser needs to do all in her power to raise the
ideals of the student body and this is frequently accomplished
hy means of her contact with the student council. Each adviser
will do this in her own way - hy a mere hint or suggestion as
to the qualities needed hy the holder of a particular office,
in suggestions of thoughtfulness for the shy, retiring student,
(1) Wilkins, Ernest K., "Faculty- Student Go-operation",
in The Effective College
,
ed. hy R. L. Kelly, p. 71-79.
(&) Cahot, Richard, "Talk to Deans", 15th yearbook H.A.D.W .
1928, p. 127.
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in helping the council to recognize the problems which need
their attention, in looking ahead to provide for future needs.
The adviser should ever be alert to guide, but never to take
control. She must needs be the adviser and not the dominator.
The adviser, to be successful with any group, must study
the ideals and methods of a wise leader. Mary P. Follett, in
her book dealing with group organization, gives several
suggestions that are as practical for deans as for political
leaders. "The leader guides the group and is at the same time
himself guided by the group, is always a part of the group....
When we have a leader within the group these two loyalties
can merge.... The leader must have the instinct to trace every
evil to its cause....He must draw out all the varying needs of
the neighborhood. The leader must interpret our experience to
us".(l) Not submission nor compromise but unity is the highest
goal for any group working in a common cause and the successful
leader must very definitely work for unity of purpose, spirit,
and method.
Because it is so much easier, as a rule, to work with one
or two than with a group, it will be of help if v/e keep in
mind the fact that the greater the number of people who are
actively interested in and working for a common goal, the
greater the growth of the project and the greater the development
of each individual concerned. "The success of democracy depends
1. upon the degree of responsibility it is
possible to arouse in every man and woman,
and
2. on the opportunity they are given to
( 1 ) Follett, Mary P., The New State, p. 229
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exercise that r esnonsibility" . f 1
)
"The role of the teacher as the controlling factor of all
school organization and activity has always been and should
always be a very important factor, and any scheme, method, or
plan in school procedure that leaves the teacher out or even
in the background is a procedure in the wrong direction"
.
( 2
)
As this is the role of the teacher, so it is of the adviser.
She must always be ready to guide, counsel, and to extend
the helping hand in a friendly spirit and fashion.
Although each adviser will work out her own problem of
her relationship to the council in the light of her own school
organization, she should always keep before herself and her
council the ideal of mutual help, mutual planning, mutual con-
fidence and the need for the highest tyoe of co-operation.
Dean Gerlach is very definite in her statement of the
possibilities for ideal adviser-council relationships. "Di-
rected self-government is largely a question of ideals on the
part of the person guiding student life. It is all a process
of thinking ahead of the group and of working with the group
and suggesting the idea which shall prevail before the wrong
idea gets started. If the wrong idea is started it may be a
process of 'planting
1
the right idea and carefully tending it
in order that it may flower within the second college genera-
tion. This requires alertness and tact as well as experience.
No system of student government can be managed successfully
without the director working in close co-operation with the
(1) Ibid., p. 342”
(2) Bowden, A.O., & Clarke, I.C., Tomorrow’s Americans,
p. 17.
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group leaders. Groups may be led anywhere if they are allowed
to make ideas their own and work out the details for themselves,
but they rebel when ideas are given forth autocratically..;....
When so-called student government fails, it is due, not to the
failure of the students to function, but to the failure of the
faculty directors to think ahead of the group. The chief
object of any institution of higher learning should be to de-
velop intelligent leadership. Many leaders can be developed
if attention is given to the individual and if the environ-
ment is made right.... The problem has been to find some plan
whereby each girl may be adequately represented and reached
for discussion and a direct vote upon questions pertaining
to all women and campus affairs, and yet to organize a council
of twenty or twenty-five (which experiments in education re-
veal as the most satisfactory unit for discussion purposes)
and to give to each girl, so far as possible, a chance to ex-
press her opinion and to develop responsibility”. (1
)
In a discussion as to the method of procedure. Dean Amos
suggests the following as possible helps for the dean of women:-
weekly conferences with the student government president, con-
ferences with committees, the making of a special study of
student government plans and thereby having definite suggestions
for the improvement of the local group’s work, the conducting
of parliamentary law classes, and sponsoring a banquet for the
officers at which these student officials may set forth their
ideals for accomplishment in the coming year.” (2)
(1) Geriach, Miriam, nHow to Organize Student Government",
15th yearbook, N.A.D.W ., 1926. p. 195-206.
(2) Amos, THYRSA W., ’’Student Government”, 12th yearbook
N.A.D.W. 1925, p. 119-129.
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An ideal as expressed by another active worker in the
field is, T,A member of the faculty must be 'guide, counsellor,
and friend 1
,
an adviser and not a supervisor. VThen students
ask us how to manage certain matters, we must give our best
counsel and not take the work out of their hands to do it.
They want our help, but they want also for themselves the
satisfaction of the activity". fl)
Each dean of women must of necessity outline her own
plans for her own particular student body and student council.
Each school has its own particular situation and its own
particular problems to be solved. It will help, however,
if she keeps in mind that the closer her contact with student
opinion, the greater will be her opportunity to be of real
service to the institution which she serves. Another point
to be emphasized is that the more work and responsibility
the student group have, the greater will be their interest
and co-operation and development. The wise dean will endeavor
to keep close to her students and to keep them active and en-
thusiastic for the higher things in life.
(1) Kerr, Mina, "Student Government", N.E.A.Proc.
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Chapter IV
General Practices in Student Councils
in Teachers Colleges.
Because of a desire to know more definitely what relation-
ships the various active dean of women hear to their respective
student councils, the writer has, hy means of a Questionnaire,
tried to learn something of the more usual existing relation-
ships. Questionnaires have been sent to at least one teacher
training institution in every state in the Union and of the
one hundred and twenty-nine requests sent, eighty-eight have
been returned. As is usual in such work, all replies have not
been easily interpreted but in the tabulations which follow
the author has endeavored to be perfectly fair in her state-
ments and interpretations.
While the questionnaire method has, as is well known, many
weaknesses, it seemed to be the only available method by which
one might learn of the general practices in existence. The
available material which discusses the dean’s work seems to be
a more general survey of her duties and rarely refers to her
definite relationship to the student council. The writer,
therefore, has endeavored to get first-hand information from
many of the deans as to their particular responsibilities to
and for their student government organizations.
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Copy of Questionnaire Sent.
v
1. Do you, as Dean, have any direct or recognized contact with
the executive hoard of your student government association?
2. If so, what are your duties or responsibilities in this
connecti on?
3. Have you, as Dean of Women, a vote in the deliberations of
this board?
4. (a) Are other faculty members officially connected with
this board?
(b) If so, what subjects do they teach?
(c) How are they chosen?
5. Under what name does this board exist?
6.
What weaknesses have you noticed in your present organiza
tion?
7.
To what factors do you attribute the success of your
organization?
Note: If perchance these questions do not seem to apply to your
institution, will you please give me what information you can
concerning your student government organization and your
official relation to it.
Signed
School
Average Enrollment
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Schools Having No Student Government
—
'
Of the eighty-eight schools replying, it is to he noted
that twenty-three of them do not have a student government
organization. This situation seems to he due to a number of
conditions for vfoich there are many reasons. Three of these
schools report that they have thus far been unable to inter-
est their students in student government. One dean writes
that she believes "that this attitude on the part of the
student body is due largely to their lack of knowledge of what
real student government means to an institution". Three other
replies state that, because the personnel of their student body
changes so rapidly, it is very difficult to develop student
responsibility and student leadership. One of these deans
adds, "We should have a student organization of some kind,
but the administration has been very cautious about consider-
ing such an innovation" . Expressed in a variety of ways, sev-
eral of these institutions report that they have varying forms
of student or student-faculty groups which plan for the social
life of the student body but that all disciplinary matters are
handled by the dean of men and the dean of women, or by the
faculty, or by the President of the college.
As is obvious in the two previous quotations, it would
be very undesirable to divulge the name of the individuals who
made these statements or the name of the institutions to which
they belong, but at the same time these statements from active
deans are significant indications of the situation in some
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parts of the country. Likewise the two following statements
by deans of women are significant:- "Our students feel perfect-
ly free to come in and consult us on any problem pertaining
to their welfare - whether of disciplinary nature or not.
Leaders of our social groups ... .always consult us before plan-
ning any major activities" and "Personally I should be glad
if we had a definite student government association. I am in
favor of as much power being placed in the hands of the stu-
dents as they can use to good advantage". Judging from such
replies, it would seem evident that in at least some of the
institutions of higher learning there is a very definite de-
sire on the part of some of the faculty that the students
should have the opportunity to reap some of the benefits that
they feel may be derived from student participation in the
government of the college. If there is such a strong desire
on the part of some of the leaders in college movements, it
will probably not be long before these institutions will also
adopt the form of such participation that seems to fit their
own needs.
There seems to be no relationship between the size of the
student body and the adoption of some form of student govern-
ment, for the schools having no student government report
student bodies varying from one hundred and eighty to fourteen
hundred. The question of student participation seems to be
largely d etermined by local conditions and the attitudes of
the faculties of the various institutions.
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Direct Contact of the Dean of Women With the Student Participa-
tion Organization
Of the sixty-five schools and colleges from thirty-one
states, reporting student government organizations, fifty-four
show that the dean of women has some form of direct contact with
the executive hoard of the student participation or government
organization. In a large number of these institutions the
dean definitely acts in an advisory capacity. Only seventeen
deans replied that they have a vote in the deliberations of
the student council, or the executive board of the student
participation organization. Two of these definitely stated
that while they had the privilege of the vote they rarely used
it. One dean definitely said that she did not desire a vote
in the deliberations of this body.
Of the eleven deans of women who reported that the dean
of women had no direct contact with the student council, three
stated that, though there was no recognized contact with such
a board, they did nevertheless definitely co-operate with the
board members.
Thus we find that the deans of women reporting student
government in their institutions
, 83.08$ of them have definite
recognized contact with the student government executive board
and 87.69$ of them have either definite or co-operative rela-
tionships to this board.
Representation of Other Faculty Members on the Executive Board
In tabulating the number of institutions where other
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Table No. I
Schools Reporting Definite Relationship of
The Dean of Women to the Student Council
New England States
Maine
Castine S.N.S.
Gorham S.N.S.
Massachusetts
Bridgewater S.T.C.
Framingham S.T.C.
Connecticut
New Haven S.N.S.
Willimantic S.N.S.
Middle Atlantic States
New York
Buffalo S.T.C.
Genes eo S.N.S.
Oneonta S.N.S.
Potsdam S.N.S.
New Jersey
Trenton
Pennsylvania
Bloomsburg S.T.C.
East Stroudsburg S.T.C.
Indiana S.T.C.
Kutztown S.T.C.
Mansfield S.T.C.
Millersville S.T.C.
Slippery Rock S.T.C.
West Chester S.T.C.
West Virginia
Fairmont S.T.C.
Virginia
East Radford S.T.C.
Farmville S.T.C.
Harrisburg S.T.C.
Maryland
Frostburg S.N.S.
Southern States
Georgia
Valdosta S.W.C.
Oklahoma
Durant T.C.
Edmond T.C.
Tahlequah T.C.
Duties Vote in Board
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory Yes
Advisory
Advisory Approval
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory Yes
Advis ory Yes
Advisory No
Advisory Yes
Advisory Yes
Advisory Yes
Advisory No
Advisory No
Advisory —
Advisory
Advisory • No
Advisory NO
Advisory Veto powe
Advisory Yes
Advisory No
Advisory Yes
Advisory No
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Duties Vote in Board
Texas
Canyon Advisory Yes
Central States
Ohio
Athens (Ohio Univ.) Chairman Yes
Bowling Green S.C. Advisory No
Kentucky
Murray S.T.C. Conferences
discipline
Michigan
Ypsilant
i
Member No
Indiana
Terra Haute S.T.C. Advisory No
Illinois
Carbondale Member Yes
Wisconsin
Menomonie (Stout Inst.) Advisory Yes
Minnesota
Bemidji S.T.C. Advisory Yes
Moorhead S.T.C. Member of social com. Yes
St. Cloud S.T.C. Advisory No
Iowa
Cedar Falls S.T.C. Advisory
Kansas
Hays S.T.C. Advisory No
Pittsburg S.T.C. Advisory No
South Dakota
Aberdeen S.T.C. Advisory Yes
Spearfish Advisory No
North Dakota
Mayville S.T.C. Advisory NO
Western States
Washingt on
Bellingham S.N.S. Chairman social No
Cheney Advisory Yes
Ellensburg W. S.N.S. Advisory No
Oregon
Ashland S.N.S. Advisory No
Idaho
Albion S.N.S. Director social No
Lewiston S.N.S. Advisory No,
Veto Power
California
Chico S.T.C. Advisory No
San Francisco S.T.C. Advisory No
Colorado
Gunnison S.T.C. Member of various
committees Yes
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faculty members are represented on the executive board of the
student organization it was found that of these sixty-five
institutions forty-six, or 70.77$ of them, have other members
of the faculty on the board. There is absolutely no uniformity
as to the subjects taught by these members of the various
faculties
.
Of these forty-six institutions which report that faculty
members, other than the dean of women, serve as advisers to the
student council, twenty-four reoort that these faculty members
are appointed by the presidents of the schools. This would
seem to indicate that personality and interests were the de-
termining factors in their selection. In four instances the
lean of Men is the other faculty member who is connected with
the work of the s tudent council. In four instances the faculty
members of the student council were chosen by the faculty. In
some instances the president, the faculty, and the student
council or the student body or the alumni had the power of
choosing one or more faculty members as advisers for the
counc il
.
While it is impossible, from this study, to formulate any
statement as to the best method of choosing other faculty mem-
bers for the council, the weight of numbers would seem to indi-
cate that the general opinion of administrators is that appoint-
ment by the president of the college, or the principal of the
school, is the more desirable method.
It is also of interest to note that of these forty-six
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Table No. II
Institutions Having Other Faculty Members
Serving on the Student Council
•
Dean on Board Other Members Chosen b;
California
Chico S.T.C. Yes President
* San Diego S.T.C. No Faculty, annually
San Francisco S.T.C Yes President
San Jose S.T.C. No Board
Colorado
Gunnison S.T.C. Yes President
Georgia
Vladosta S.W.C. Yes President
Idaho
Albion S.N.S. Yes President
Illinois
Carbondale Yes President
Iowa
Cedar Falls S.T.C. Yes President
Maine
Gorham S.N.S. Yes Residence in halls
Maryland
Salisbury S.N.S. No Faculty for 3 yrs
.
Massachusetts
Bridgewater S.T.C. Yes Ex-officio-
President and
Dean of Men
Framingham S.T.C. Yes President, faculty.
Student Body
Michigan
Ypsilanti S.N. College Yes All women serve
Minnesota
Bemidji S.T.C. Yes President
Moorhead S.T.C. Yes President
St. Cloud S.T.C. Yes Executive Board
Miss ouri
Kirksville S.T.C. No Student council
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Dean on Board Other Members Chosen by
Nebraska
Kearney S.T.C. No Faculty, Student
Council
New Jersey
Paterson S.N.S. No Princ ipal
Trenton S.N.S. Yes Student s
,
Alumni
,
Faculty
New York
Buffalo S.T.C. Yes Faculty, Students
Geneseo S.N.S. Yes Princ ipal
Oneonta S.N.S. Yes Student Body
North Dakota
Mayville S.T.C. Yes President
Valley City No Student council
Ohio
Athens (Ohio Univ.) Yes President
Oklahoma
Durant T. C. Yes Ex-officio -
President and
Dean of Men
Edmond S.T.C. Yes president
Tahlequah S.T.C. Yes Sx-of .-Dean of Men
Oregon
Ashland S.N.S. Yes President
Pennsylvania
E. Stroudsburg S.T.C. Yes President
Indiana S.T.C. Yes Ex-of.-Dean of Men
Kutztown S.T.C. Yes Faculty, Students
Millersville Yes Faculty
Slippery Hock Yes President
Vest Chester S.T.C. Yes President
South Dakota
Aberdeen S.T.C. Yes Council
Texas
Canyon Yes Ex-of.-All of Staff
Virginia
Harrisburg S.T.C. Yes Council
7/ashington
Bellingham S.N.S. Yes President, Students
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Dean on Board Other Members ghosen by
Cheney Yes President
Ellenshurg S.T.C. Yes President
West Virginia
Fairmont S.T.C. Yes Presi dent
Wisconsin
Menomonie S.T.C. Yes President
Milwaukee S.T.C. NO Faculty
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schools where various faculty members are definitely connected
with the student council, thirty-eight schools report that the
dean of women is one of these faculty members. Again, to judge
from weight of numbers, most of the institutions studied feel
that it is highly desirable for the dean of women to have a
very definite relationship to the student council and its work.
In studying the names under which the various executive
boards of the student governing unit exist, one finds a great
variety of names. The following table shows the names used
to designate this board and the number of schools using each
nomenclature :
-
Summary from Study of Questionnaire
.
From the study of the returns made on this questionnaire
Advisory Board
Board of Commissioners
Board of Control
Campus Affairs Committee
Committee on Student Affairs
Commonwealth Executive Board
Executive Board
Executive Committee
Executive Council
Faculty Committee
Governing Board
House Committee
Student Affairs Committee
Student Body Advisers
Student Commission
Student Council
Student Executive Board
Student Faculty Committee
Student Government Executive Council
Student League Board
Student Participation in Government council
Student Senate
Student Welfare
Women T s Community Association
1
1
1
1
2
1
6
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
30
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
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there are a number of outstanding facts vtfiich will prove of
value to all who are interested in any form of student partici
pat ion in government, its success and its administration.
First of all one is impressed by the number of teacher
training institutions reporting that they have not adopted
student government. No doubt all of these institutions have
very good reasons for the practice in their particular insti-
tutions and yet one may well question whether students, especi-
ally in institutions of higher learning, do not need more
than less opportunity to make decisions and develop plans which
will forward their own growth and experiences. Many do feel
that students who have entered a professional school should
be encouraged to develop their own ideas and initiative and
they feel that student participation is one of the best ways of
providing opportunity for such growth and expansion. However,
each institution must always determine its own policy and its
own methods of carrying out its determined policy. The plan
that works in one college may be far from a success in another
college. Local conditions and attitudes must always be given
first consideration in planning all school activities. One
school may borrow good ideas from another school but such ideas
must be changed and adapted for use in the new surroundings;
plans can seldom, if ever, be adopted wholesale.
Of the significant statistics gained from this study, the
writer notes with interest that 83.08$ of the deans of women
report definite recognized contact with the student government
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board and an additional 4.61$ report informal, co-operative
relations with the hoard. 7/hile one cannot draw too definite
conclusions from one study, it does seem very evident that in
at least many of the teacher training institutions there is a
very definite feeling that the dean of women should he at
least one of the advisers for the student council. This seems
a very natural conclusion for the dean of women is, hy the very
nature of her general responsibilities, in close contact with
practically every side of the students’ lives.
In considering the question of the privilege of voting
in the deliberations of the governing board, we find that only
31.48$ of the deans have the power to vote. This is probably
in most cases a very wise provision for if the students feel
that the entire responsibility of voting is theirs and theirs
alone they will be more serious and deliberate in their voting.
If the dean is to act as an adviser to the group, her work
should consist of educating the group and occasionally in mak-
ing suggestions to the group. Decisions should be left to the
students if we want them to get the most out of this phase of
their work. As a safe-guard in many of the colleges, any de-
cided reconstructive move on the part of the council or the en-
tire student body must meet faculty approval before being put
in force. In this way, the faculty have the power to encourage
all forward-looking developments and to discourage any move
which they feel would react unfavorably on the life or the
reputation of the school.
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Looking at the responsibility of the dean of women from
another angle, we find from this study that 70$ of the schools
reporting student government have found it desirable to have
other faculty members serving with the student council. How-
ever, of these schools reporting other faculty members, we find
that in 82.61$ of them the dean of women is one of the faculty
group who serves on the council. This would seem to be another
evidence showing that a goodly majority of the teacher training
institutions feel that it is highly desirable that the dean of
women be definitely represented in the student council, and
that her institutional responsibilities make her a particular-
ly happy choice for this work with the council. This is no
doubt because the dean of women is closely connected with all
the social life of the college; she is well acquainted with
the mores of the college and with the aims and ideals of the
administrative officers; she is in a position to know much of
the individual and group problems of the students; and her
personal qualities, which have made her election as dean
possible, are such that she has the good-will of the great
majority of the students and so she can more effectively act
as a guide and adviser to them in their school problems.
Prom the group of institutions reporting, 70.77$ of the
schools indicate that there are other faculty members who serve
as advisers to the student council. There is no correlation
between the subjects which they teach and the fact that they
are asked to serve as advisers to the council. In some of the
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schools the various members of the faculty so serve in rota-
tion. In a few schools such faculty members are chosen by the
council, or by the student body, or in rare instances by the
alumni. But of the schools which report that various faculty
members are definitely working with the council, 52.17% show
that such faculty members are appointed by the president of the
college. This method seems, without question, to be the one
that is most popular and it would doubtless prevent the appoint-
ment of the occasional teacher who may not have the personal
qualities that make for ease in guiding students nor the ability
to let students really feel that they are actually working out
their own problems.
The variety of names under which the executive board of
the student government organization of the various institutions
exists makes an interesting list for one to review (see page 44)
While there is no uniformity among the various student govern-
ment organizations, it is of interest that practically one half
of these executive boards bear the name * Student Council 1 .
This probably has no special significance and yet it does tend
to show that this nomenclature of 'student council’ is coming
into rather general use in all parts of the United States.
In spite of the fact that several lines of weaknesses are
evident in our present plans for student participation, the
movement for student co-operation and responsibility in the
government and administration of the school and college has
much to commend it.
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As one reads the replies to this questionnaire which has
been used, one feels that practically all of the teacher train-
ing institutions really favor this form of co-operation and
are very glad that it is a part of the policy of their insti-
tution or would be glad if they could see the way to make it
function with their particular group of students.
A goodly number of the deans of women who replied to the
questionnaire expressed their opinions as to the factors which
have contributed to the successful operation of the plan in
their particular college. The largest single element that was
mentioned was the fine spirit of co-operation found in the
student body, in the student council, and between students and
faculty. Again and again deans paid tribute to this factor
of co-operation as being a fundamental source of strength and
a foundation of success for the satisfactory working of student
participation.
Another factor, which was reported as fundamental to the
success of student participation, was the TKhole-hearted way in
which students responded to and efficiently carried the
responsibility that was given to them. This is very definitely
in line with the opinion of Dr .Richard Cabot as he has ex-
pressed his belief in the value of allowing students the
privilege of shared responsibility (see page 28), and with
the opinion of Miss Follett as to the factors which contribute
to a successful democracy (see page 29).
Still another factor, which was given emphasis in a
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number of replies, was that of the personality of the leaders.
Personality is a vital force in everyone's life and especially
so in the personal equipment of anyone who chooses or is called
upon to lead. It is only natural that this power of personality
should receive strong emphasis as a factor in the success of
any student organization. This again is very much in accord
with the belief expressed by bean Gerlach (see page 30).
The amount of prestige and official recognition given to
the officers of the student government organization is another
factor in the success of the work, which has been emphasized.
The author often feels that, as a group, teachers are apt to
be so concerned with correcting errors that they frequently
fail to give praise even when it has been well earned. It
was stimulating then, to find that some of the deans feel that
encouragement, through earned recognition, is one of the im-
portant ways by which faculty members and administrative boards
may do more than a little to make student participation in the
government of the school a success.
Some of the other factors which were mentioned by a number
of the deans and which all would agree are factors in the
success of any such organization are - truly worthwhile tradi-
tions of the particular school and of its student body ('an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure'); discussion
groups, small or large, which offer opportunity for bringing
troublesome questions and problems into the open and provide
a means for removing misunderstandings and perhaps hard feel-
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; a well-planned budget scheme; a wholesome and co-opera-
tive faculty interest in all student activities; and provision
for careful thought in the election of student officers.
Boston University
School of Education
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Chapter V
Conclusions
.
As a result of this study of student participation in
teacher training institutions and of the relationship which
the dean of women hears to this form of student activity and
to the student council, the author desires to draw a few
pertinent conclusions. It is also her desire that from this
study there may come a few suggestions which may prove of value
in the future development of student participation and which
may he of interest and aid to deans of women as they are defi-
nitely working to make student participation in the government
of their institutions a greater success than ever before.
This study, as well as do the statements of many authori-
ties in this field, indicates that student participation in
government is a very co-operative form of school organization.
It gives students a large share in planning for and in the
control of the government or management of the problems
connected with the student body. It does not try to throw
all the responsibility on the shoulders of the student officers
and so allow the administrative officers the chance of feeling
that students have no ability to control themselves and that
student government in any form is a mistake. On the other
hand, we find that in practically every school the student
officers, or student council, are working with one or more
representatives from the faculty. This makes for mutual under-
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standing and friendly relationships between the older and
younger members of the college community and it fosters the
spirit of each working for the good of all rather than en-
couraging students to oppose or even defy faculty authority.
With students, as with any other group of people, the better
understanding they have of the general principles which under-
lie school standards and regulations, the greater will be
their desire and effort to support them. From such co-opera-
tion of the student body with the faculty, both groups gain muc
in the better understanding of each others aims and methods
and both groups gain a broader outlook on college life and its
privileges, its joys, and its problems.
School unity should be one of the highest goals of
student participation, for unless faculty and students are
working in complete harmony, neither group can reach its
greatest efficiency. Furthermore, the aim of such unity and
co-operation should be the best possible development of
student welfare for all students and for each student, pupil
participation in the government of the school must have as an
objective the "training in democratic thinking
,
feeling and
acting"
.
( 1
)
The encouragement and fostering of student initiative
and faculty interest may well be one of the goals which the
dean of women may set for her attainment, for both are very
necessary factors in any co-operative school work. The en-
couragement of student initiative can often be accomplished
(1) Fretwell, Elbert K.
,
Extra-curricular Activities in
Secondary Schools
, p. 33.
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by recognizing it and by helping students to try out their
own suggestions and so aiding them to realize that their own
ideas have real values. Praise will usually accomplish much
more than will blame and fault-finding. Students need to be
made to feel that they have other responsibilities in life
than to ’get their lessons’ and have a good time. These are
both valuable but young people also need to develop their own
perhaps latent abilities to do real constructive thinking for
the good of the community of which they are a part. The dean
of women can be of great service to her school and to her young
people by fostering such constructive work and constructive
ideas and attitudes.
Another field for student development may be found in the
effort of the dean to discover and develop those students who
have possibilities for leadership. Too often, especially in
large groups, a student may have real ability and yet fail to
show leadership because the right opening or situation does
not appear. A wise, alert dean of women can often help such
a student to the opportunity that she needs.
Prom the study of the weaknesses in and the reasons for
success in student participation, as reported in reply to the
questionnaire sent to these teacher training institutions, it
seems evident that our deans of women may find many fields of
activity which will help to develop finer student participation
organizations and finer citizens. Much emphasis needs to be
put on methods of acouainting our ever- changing student groups
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with the value of student participation in the government of
our schools to both students and faculty. Such educational
work will help to keep student interest and co-operation at
a higher level. It may be done directly by the dean of women
in her formal and informal contacts with students or it may
often be most satisfactorily accomplished by the efforts of
some of the more able student leaders. The dean of women may
do a great deal to keep alive the finer traditions of her
school and to help in the formation of worthwhile traditions
to be passed on to future college generations.
One of the weak points in many of our student government
organizations is the fact that in many instances too much
emphasis is put on the social side of the college life and
too little on uplifting, forward-looking, constructive
activities that shall make college life more satisfying to the
present college generation and also of greater value to future
student bodies. Students will often give most helpful
suggestions for the improvement of many lines of college work
and activities and for the improvement of student morale if
they are given the opportunity and a little encouragement.
While we should not belittle the social side of college life,
for it does play a very important part in the all-around
development of students, we should realize that students will
also gain much from co-operative discussion and the working
out of possible plans for the general good of all.
It is encouraging to find that so few of the student
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government organizations are emphasizing penalties for the
infringement of rules. More and more we find the emphasis
on constructive ideals and on the encouragement of such atti-
tudes as will help students to judge their acts by the stan-
dard objective for good conduct set forth by the Department of
Superintendence of the National Education Association. "The
good act is one which creates as many and as worthy satis-
factions as possible for as many people as possible over as
long a time as possible". (1 ) such training will help all to
have more consideration for others and will help to develop
a co-operative spirit for good. Such a system should make
.
for better citizens than did the older form of student govern-
ment which placed so much of its emphasis on definite rules
and the penalties to be meted out to offenders. Fewer rules
and finer ideals and attitudes form the goal for the greater
and finer development of our student bodies and of our indi-
vidual students.
It is interesting as one studies the returns from this
questionnaire, to learn that over half of the schools reporting
have adopted ’student council' as the name of their executive
board. If we add to the thirty schools where ’student council*
is used the two who have adopted 'Student government executive
council' and the one which uses 'Student participation in
government council', we have a total of thirty-three out of
sixty-five schools which use the term 'student council' in
some form. On the percentage basis, then, 50.77$ of the schools
(1) Dept. Superintendence, N.E.A. Tenth Yearbook, p. 56.
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reporting use the term ’student council’ as the name for the
executive board of the student governing organization.
Judging from the practice in the schools studied and
from opinions expressed by many workers in the field, it is
highly desirable that at least one member of the faculty be
asked to serve with the student council, or executive board,
of the s tudent participation organization. This faculty member
serves not in the capacity of dictator or director, but as a
friendly co-operative adviser who is much interested in all
student activities and problems and who is always willing to
give of her time, counsel and help. The faculty member so
serving with the student council should be a quiet, unobstru-
sive but real leader who knows how to suggest, if need be, and
support worthwhile activities and studies but at the same time
one who is able to keep in the background. She must think
logically and, when called upon to do so, be able to express
her ideas and opinions in a clear, concise and convincing way.
She must help the group to realize that her opinions are not
whims but are thoughtful, tolerant and broad-minded convictions
She must always lead and advise, but never drive .
In fifty-two of the sixty-five teacher training institutions
which reported some form of student government, or student
participation, we find that the dean of women serves as adviser
to the s tudent council. Even though there may be other faculty
members who work with the council the dean of women is usually
one of the faculty number. 82 . 61$ of the schools reporting
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other faculty members on the council, report that the dean of
women is one of this number. This report of deans of women
serving as advisers to the councils would indicate that in a
large proportion of our teacher training institutions one of
the duties of the dean of women is a very definite responsi-
bility to and for the activities of the student participation
organization. This seems a natural development because of the
fact that the dean of women is in close contact with the acaderaj
social and physical aspects of the students’ lives while they
are members of the college group.
In her work with the council the dean of women usually
acts wholly in an advisory capacity. In fact only seventeen of
the fifty-four deans reporting close contact with the council
have any vote in the deliberations of this board. Several of
these seventeen reported that they very rarely used the vote.
In other words, 83.08$ of the deans of women in these teacher
training institutions have definite recognized contact with the
student council, but 68.52$ of these do not have the privilege
of voting. If the dean of wromen is an efficient adviser and
really knows how to work with students, it would seem that the
voting privilege is a minor matter and in most instances, at
least, it is wholly unnecessary.
As the outstanding facts which have been learned from the
study of this questionnaire we may list the following:
1. Of eighty-eight schools reporting,
twenty-three have no form of student
government
.
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2. Practically one half of the schools
reporting student government use the
term ’Student Council' as the name of
their executive board,
3. In fifty-four (83.08$ ) of the sixty-
five schools reporting student govern-
ment the dean of women has direct
contact with the student council.
4. Only 31.48$ of the deans of women
working with the student councils have
the right to vote.
5. Forty-six of the sixty-five schools
reporting student participation,
indicate that faculty members other
than the dean of women serve on the
council
.
6. In twenty-four of these forty-six
schools such faculty members of the
council are appointed by the
president of the college.
7. In thirty-eight of these forty-six
institutions the dean of women is one
of the faculty members who serves on
the Student Council.
As the writer has carefully studied the replies which she
has had from these various schools, she has had an increasing
feeling that it is evident that there is a decided need for
much educational work in connection with student participation
in the government of our educational institutions
. Heedless
to say, student participation is never a one hundred percent
success, and there are many and varied problems connected
/
'
with the guidance of this phase of school life. However,
when many of our leading educators feel that it is a decidedly
forward-looking movement and that by it many students are
helped to develop greater powers of personality, leadership
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and consideration for others, it behooves us to see that we do
all in our power to give it a chance to help in our particular
school •
On studying the returns one has the reaction of feeling
that the dean of women, if there is one, or some other able
person on the college or school staff should endeavor to do
very constructive educational work. We, as teachers and deans,
are too apt to feel that student organizations will just take
care of themselves and we fail to realize that year after year
we are receiving into our student group many students who know
and perhaps care little about s tu dent activities programs and
interests. The writer would suggest that right here is a very
fertile field where the dean may well hope to lead the student
body to an enthusiastic understanding, approval and support
of active participation in the constructive planning of many
phases of college life.
Another educational need that is evident is some means of
increasing faculty interest in all activities of the student
body. Too often members of a faculty apparently feel that
they have no interest in or responsibility for the activities
and interests of the students outside of their own particular
classroom and subject accomplishments. If we hope to send out
into the field beginning teachers who shall have broader
interests, greater versatility, higher standards in all phases
of life, and greater ability to help younger people to share
such ideals and standards, we, as members of the faculty group.
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must make a greater effort to encourage this side of our
students’ lives. Perhaps the responsibility for encouraging
greater faculty interest in and co-operation with student
participation in the government and in the upbuilding of the
college may well be divided between the president of the
college and the dean of women and the dean of men.
As we endeavor to plan for the future of student
participation in the government of teacher training institutions
and for the relationship which the dean of women shall bear to
this form of college activity we may well consider the points
listed below:
1. The real success of student
participation depends upon cordial
student-faculty, council-faculty
and student-council relationships.
2. The personality of the advisers and
of the student officers is of prime
importance.
3. Encouragement of council activities
and council prestige, as fostered
by the dean of the women and the
entire faculty, will be a strong
uplifting factor.
4. Open forum discussions, often
sponsored by the dean of women,
offer valuable opportunities for
acquainting students with the
finest traditions of the college and
for educating them to higher ideas
and ideals.
5. The dean of women needs to constantly
and consistently remember that the
goal of student participation is
'training in democratic thinking,
feel ing and acting '
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As future goals for our relationships, as deans of women,
to our student councils we may well strive for a better and
more sympathetic understanding of undergraduate life; for the
encouragement of greater co-operation between student and
faculty groups; for more active student -faculty committees
working in many lines of endeavor; for keener realization by
both groups of the vaLues to be gained from the friendly
relationship and association of the younger and the older
members of our college communities.
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Appendix
Schools Replying to Questionnaire.
Alabama
Jacksonville S.T.C.
Arkansas
Conway S.T.C.
Average
Enrollment
400
Dean of Women
Ida Waldran
California
Chico S.T.C. 650 Anna Louise Barney
San Diego S.T.C. 1450 Mrs. Mary McMullen
San Francisco S.T.C. -—
-
Mary A. Ward
San Jose S.T.C. 2500 Helen Dimmick
Colorado
Gunnison S.T.C. 350 Ada C. Kansgen
Connecticut
New Haven S.N.S. 275 Anne E. Seabury
Willimantic S.N.S. 175 Harriet D. Gerould
Georgia
Valdosta S.W.C. 300 Annie P. Hopper
Idaho
Albion S.N.S. 300 Mrs. Elizabeth L.
Lewiston S.N.S. 275
Ware
Gertrude Lorraine
Illinois
Carbondale 1300
Dustin
Lucy K. Woody
DeKalb (Northern 111.
S.T.C.
)
860 Blanche Davidson
Macomb (Western 111.S.T.C. ) 750 Caroline Grote
Normal (111. State Normal
University) — 0. Lillian Barton
Indiana
Terre Haute S.T.C. 1400 Charlotte Zchweitzer
Muncie —
Burford
Grace DeHority
Iowa
Cedar Falls S.T.C. 2000 Sadie B. Campbell
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Average
Enrollment
Kansas
Emporia S.T.C. 1400
Hays S.T.C. 650
Pillsbury S.T.C. 3700
Kentucky
Murray S.T.C. 1200
Richmond 530
Maine
Castine S.N.S. 150
Gorham S.N.S. 400
Maryland
Frostburg S.N.S.
%
200
Salisbury S.N.S. ' 125
Massachusetts
Bridgewater S.T.C. 500
Framingham S.T.C. 500
Michigan
Kalamazoo (Western S.T.C.)
Ypsilanti S.N. College 2000
Minnesota
Bemidji S.T.C. 300
Mankato S.T.C. 600
Moorhead S.T.C. 640
St. Cloud S.T.C. 900
Missouri
Cape Girardeau S.T.C.
Kirksville S.T.C. 800
Montana
Billings S.N.S.
Billon 500
Nebraska
Kearney S.T.C. 800
New Hampshire
Keene S.N.S.
New Jersey
Paterson S.N.S. 350
Trenton
Bean of Women
Maude E. Minrow
Elizabeth J.Agnew
Mrs. Hattie Mo or e
Mitchell
Susan Peffer
Marie L.Roberts
Nellie A. Gardiner
Nellie W • Jordan
Katharine Bruse
Ruth Powell
S. Elizabeth pope
Edith a* Savage
Bertha S. Bavis
Fannie E. Beal
Margaret Kelly
Sara Norris
M. E. Burnley
Beth Porter Garvey
Kathleen I. Gillard
Mrs. S.H* Ellison
Angeline Smith
Ruth E. Elliott
Isabelle W. Esten
Edith L. Jackson
Bird H. Fraser
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Enrollment Dean of Women
New York
Buffalo S.T.C.
Geneseo S.N.S.
Oneonta S.N.S.
Potsdam S.N.S.
North Dakota
Dickinson
Mayville S.T.C.
Minot S.T.C.
Valley City
Ohio
Bowling Green S. C.
Athens (Ohio University)
Kent S. C.
Oklahoma
Alva S.T.C.
Durant T.C.
Edmond S.T.C.
Tahlequah T.C.
Oregon
Ashland S.N.S.
Pennsylvania
Bloorashurg S.T.C.
East Stroudsburg S.T.C.
Indiana S.T.C.
Kutztown S.T.C.
Mansfield S.T.C.
Millersville S.T.C.
Slippery Hock S.T.C.
West Chester S.T.C.
South Dakota
Aberdeen S.T.C.
Spearfish
Springfield
Texas
Alpine
Canyon
Denton S.T.C.
Nacogdoches S.T.C.
1150 Catherine E. Reed
650 Anne S. Blake
— — F. M. Mattes on
700 Patience Haggard
350 Florence E. Somers
300 Ella Evenson
650 Huldah L. Wins ted
750 Mary Patton
1000 Mrs. Maude H. Sharp
— Dean Voigt
1 POO Blanche A. Verder
850 Minnie Shockley
1100 Kallie McKinney
3500 Hattie Gray Potter
650 Eula E. Fullerton
300 Helen C. Anderson
750 Marguerite Kehr
750 Caroline A. Dyson
1400 Hope Stewart
500 Clara A# Myers
— Victoria Frederick
— Elizabeth H. Conrad
800 Lillian E. Johnson
1400 Mildred Fischer
700 Ella Lee Moulton
£25 Margaret S. Bridge
180 Alice Leech
300 Alice Cowan
1000 Geraldine Green
— Edith L. Clark
— Ruth Mays
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Average
Enrollment Dean of V/omen
Virginia
East Radford S.T.C. M 1 Ledge Moffett
Farmville S.T.C. 750 Mary White Cox
Harrisburg S.T.C. 750 Florence E. Boehmer
Washington
Bellingham S.N.S. 800 Adele M. Jones
Cheney 550 Eunice Nelson
Ellensburg W. S.N.S. 400 Margaret Coffin
West Virginia
Athens S.T.C. 550 Catharine Bullard
Fairmont S.T.C. 800 Dorcas Prichard
Huntington (Marshall College) 1850 Frances E. Napier
Wisconsin
Menomonie (Stout Institute) 550 Ruth E. Michaels
Milwaukee S.T.C. 1200 Anna V. Day
Oshkosh S.T.C. Ruth S. Mace
Eau Claire S.T.C. 600 Vine Miller
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deals v/ith secondary education there is not so much
that is strictly pertinent to college work.
# Gerlach, Miriam, ,THow to Organize Student Government”, 13th
yearbook N.A.D.W., 1926.
f
Stimulating and thought provoking contribution.
Urges organization of well-directed student govern-l
ment. Gives pertinent suggestions for the work and
attitude of the dean.
# Greenville Woman T s College, Greenville,
book, 1931-1932.
S. C., Student’s Hand
The usual type of handbook which gives helpful sug-
gestions to new students and includes Student
Government constitution and by-laws.
Hawkes
,
Herbert E*
,
"Dean to Dean", National Education
Association Proceedings 64: 447“ 1.9 26.
Plea for greater sympathy and understand ing of the
individual pupil.
# Jones, H. W., "Student Co-operation in School Government",
School and Society 13: 252, Feb. 26, 1921.
Account of the student government plan and the
success of the movement in the Walla Walla High
School, Washington.
# Kelly, Robert I., ed., Effective College , New York,
of American Colleges, 1928.
Association
Series of articles by various educators. Section
on "Faculty-student Relationships" by Ernest H.
Wilkins urges closer co-operation and more faculty-
student committees and projects. Articles are of
rather general nature, dealing with educational
problems in a broad way.
# Kerr, Mina, "The College Community Life as an Opportunity for
Socialization", National Education Association
Proceedings 56 : 4o2, l9lS.
An urge to higher ideals of service for college
students
.
# Kerr, Mina, "Student Government", National Education
Association Proceedings 58 : 358, 1920.
Exceptionally good survey of the value of student
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participation. Places on the adviser the responsibil
ity for guidance, not supervision nor domination.
Lee, Mabel B., "Censoring the Conduct of College Women”,
Atlantic Monthly 145: 444-450, April 1930.
Shows futility of ’meticulous regulations’ and
danger of enforcement of such rules. Urges build-
ing of higher ideals and appeal to girls' self-
esteem.
# Manahan, John L., "Study of Student Government in colleges”.
Nation’s Schools 2: 45-51, July 19 28,
Very sane constructive article. Shows value of some
form of student control and gives eight valid reasons
why "faculty-student co-operation will provide the
best form of government."
# Mathews, Lois Kimball, Lean of Women , Boston, Houghton, 1915.
One of the first books dealing with the work of the
dean of women. Liscusses her position, preparation,
and problems. Even though the book is comparatively
old, it shows a broad viewpoint of the entire prob-
lem of deanship and is still up-to-date.
# Millard, Cecil V., Organization and Administration of Extra-
curricular Activities . New ^ork, Barnes, 1930. ( Extra-
curricular library)
.
Up-to-date helpful discussion of the topic. Gives
principles, organization, administration and super-
vision suggestions.
# Osborne, Raymond W., "Training for Character Through Co-opera-
tive Student Government", Chicago Schools Journal 13:314f
19, Mar. 1931.
Shows value of student participation to both faculty
and pupils. While there is no definite reference
to the adviser’s work there are many hints which may
be found between the lines.
# Parmenter, Ethel M. , "Student Government: a project method".
School Review 33: 115, Peb. 1925.
General review of this type of work as carried on
in Cleveland. Shows value to students of a well-
organized, well-directed student government project.
Tends to emphasize disciplinary measures.
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# Pickell, Prank G. , "Training for Citizenship Through Practice' 1
School Review 28: 518, Sept. 1920.
Shows need of faculty participation as well as stu-
dent participation. Emphasizes the fact that growti
will "be slow and that much patience and tact and
guidance are necessary.
# Potsdam State Normal School, New York, Student Handbook, 1931-
1932.
A very well organized handbook of rules and sugges-
tions for students. Includes constitution and by-
laws •
# Powell, Lewis, Editorial in 1930 yearbook of National Stu-
dent Federation of United States of America
,
pub . by
the federation.
Brief but helpful account of early beginnings of
student government in mediaeval universities and
in the University of Virginia.
Priddy, Bessie Leach, "Relation of the Bean of Women to the
Professional Life of the Student", National Education
Association Proceedings 60: 788-793, 1922.
True to its title, it gives suggestions for im-
proving professional attitude and power.
Russell, R. D., "How Shall Our Schools be Governed?" Nation's
Schools 6:41, Aug. 1930.
Report of study of schools in the Northwest to
determine their methods of control. Gives advan-
tages and disadvantages of student control as seen
by the principals. Rather statistical.
Scott, Charles E., "Student Government in Teachers Colleges",
Journal of Education 103: 699, June 24, 1926.
Shows data received from teachers colleges express-
ing opinion in favor of student government. Shows
lack of agreement concerning student power to
govern.
# Southeastern State Teachers College, Burant, Oklahoma, Stu-
dent Handbook for 1931-1932.
The usual type of handbook with suggestions for
students and student activities.
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# Stevens, Romiett, ’’The Adviser of Girls in High School”,
Teachers College Record 20: 301, Sept. 1919.
Result of questionnaire regarding title, salary,
and duties of advisers in high schools.
Strang, Ruth, "Investigations Relating to the Work of Dean of
Women in Normal Schools and Teachers Colleges”, 17th
yearbook N.A.D.W
., 1930.
General statistical report. Chief help lies in
generous bibliography of books dealing with the
subject of teacher training.
# Sturtevant, Sarah M. & Hayes, Harriet, Deans at Work : dis-
cussions by eight deans of various phases of their work,
New York, Harpers, 1930.
Discusses office economy, student life. Women's
League, the dean as vocational adviser, Y.W.C.A.,
and residence halls.
# Sturtevant, Sarah M. & Strang, Ruth, Personnel Study of
Deans of Girls in High Schools . New York, Teachers Col-
lege, 1929. (T. C. contribution to education #393).
"The purpose of this study is to give a more recent
and comprehensive view of the status and function
of deans of girls in secondary schools than any
which has previously been made". Considers train-
ing, salaries and duties, and includes the dean's
relationship to the student government association.
# Troth, Dennis C., Selected Readings in Character Education,
Boston, Beacon, 1930.
A book of readings on various phases of character
training as written by authorities in the field.
The one entitled "Character Training" by E.R. Smith
is pertinent to student participation activities.
# Vineyard, Jerry J. & Poole, Charles F., Student Participa-
tion in School Government, New York, Barnes, 1930.
A very useful and suggestive handbook for anyone
interested in student participation. Gives brief
historical background of the movement. Has defi-
nite and clear suggestions for organizing and carry-
ing on such a project, and for the work of sponsor-
ship.
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# Wirt, Lulu E., "Student Leadership", National Education Asso-
ciation Proceedings 60: 783, 192
Stresses need of leadership in many phases of the
world’s life and develops the idea that part of
the business of the college is to train for wise
and efficient leadership.
Younger, John, "Student Self-government", Journal of Higher
Education 2: 204-206, April 1931.
A plea for more freedom for college men in deter-
mining standards and rules. His comparison of
college hoys and hoys in industry is at the present
stage of our development rather far-fetched.
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